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RRC parking commissionaires Peter Kennedy (left) and Jose Garcia (right)
help keep watch over an estimated 7,000 students attending the college
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Mall Level C Tower
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To serve and protect
RRC Students question security

T.P.I. TRAVEL
THE GOLFDOME

By Bonnie Fedak

1205 WILKES AVENUE, WPG, MB R3P 169

MANI 110111.15101FALS

PRESENTS:

NEW YEAR'S EVE PACKAGE - N.H.L./N.B.A./PLANET HOLLYWOOD
DECEMBER 29' - JANUARY 1$T, 2001 — MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
DEC. 30 - TICKET TO MINNESOTA TIMBERWOLVES vs. N.Y. KNICKS
DEC. 31 - TICKET TO WILD vs. MIGHTY DUCKS/PARTY AT PLANET HOLLYWOOD
DEC. 29 - TICKET TO MINNESOTA WILD vs. PHOENIX COYOTES ($25.00 OPTION)

***

SKI BANFF
UNIVERSITY BREAK * * *

FEBRUARY 11 - FEBRUARY 16, 2001
ACCOMM. -BANFF CARIBOU HOTEU4 DAYS SKI LIFT AND TRANSFERS

N.B.A. / MALL OF AMERICA
* * * UNIVERSITY BREAK * * *
MINNESOTA TIMBERWOLVES VS SAN ANTONIO SPURS
FEBRUARY 16" - 18", 2001 — MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

N.H.L. / N.B.A. WEEKEND
MARCH 10" - MARCH 13", 2001 — MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
MARCH 11 - TICKET TO MINNESOTA WILD vs. DETROIT RED WINGS
MARCH 12 - TICKET TO MINNESOTA TIMBERWOLVES vs. MIAMI HEAT

WRESTLEMANIA 2001
MARCH 29' - APRIL 4', 2001
HOUSTON,TEXAS (ASTRODOME)

N.B.A. BASKETBALL WRAP UP
MINNESOTA TIMBERWOLVES vs. L.A.LAKERS (N.B.A. CHAMPS)
APRIL 7TH - APRIL 9 m, 2001 — MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

CALL_. (204) 956-6333

WINNIPEG BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS call 982-4944

staff and Red River College students are at odds over the college's ability to serve and protect with more
students at the college this year.
Robert Lechow, supervisor of security services, says the college's number of students
is a security challenge.
"If you look at the global population of the
college we're looking anywhere from 5,000
to 7,000 students at any given time," says
Lechow. "The bulk of the numbers are out of
continuing education. Even at that, they're
not all here at one time. That's all registrations."
Despite the numbers, Lechow feels their
security forces are adequately covered,
based on experience and numbers to date.
Lechow feels RRC incidents are on the low
side compared to other campuses such as the
University of Manitoba and University of
1 Winnipeg.
He says the location of the campus and the
layout of the college's buildings help.
"We're situated more on the outskirts
where accessibility to transients and street
people is limited," Lechow says. "Also, our
buildings are not isolated and separated to
the extent of U of M and U of W buildings."
Despite the presence of security, incidences
still occur, including the theft of a student's
Ford F-150 from the North parking lot on
Wednesday, Oct. 18.
Rebekah Hiebert, a first-year Chemical
and Bio-sciences student, says her friend's

S

ecurity

car has already been a victim of break and
enter on the campus's North lot.
"Considering it is supposed to be a
watched lot, why are there so many breakins," says Hiebert. "They sure are quick to
issue parking tickets if someone doesn't
have a parking pass, but they seem to miss
the break-ins."
Cam Funk, a first-year Computer Analyst
student, suggests more surveillance cameras
are needed to tackle the problem of breakins. Funk says there is a very small window
of opportunity to catch a thief while a crime
is in progress.
"Considering the area we're in, it's difficult to monitor," Funk says. "It would be a
good idea if they also had phones in all the
parking lots like they do at the U of M."
In total, there are approximately two
dozen part-time and full-time hired security
staff. A minimum of three security personnel, plus management staff, are on duty 24
hours a day.
Lechow says he could always use more
staff.
"At any given time, the more manpower,
the better," he says.
Safewalk phones are installed at 19 locations throughout the college interior along
with two Code Blue parking lot emergency
phones. The two exterior phones are located
at the main entrance on the south lot as you
enter the bus loop, and on the west side of
the college at the junction of buildings E and
F. Plans are in the works to expand exterior
phones to allow for better coverage.
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Is that your final answer?
Board of Governors
report questions use of
admission interviews
By Miguel Lozupone

D

epartments throughout Red River
College are questioning the value of face-toface admission interviews
after a report delivered to
the Board of Governors.
James Goho, who presented the report, says
while interviews have
proven successful in the
workplace his research
shows no benefit in
academia.
"The interview process in
occupation settings shows
some predictive validity for
job performance, but it isn't
predictive of either academic or clinical success,"
says Goho.
Not only do interviews
not help students, Goho
says they may encourage
discrimination against students.

Discrimination
"In the U.S., some institutions eliminated the faceto-face interview for
telephone conferences, in
order to avoid any possible
discrimination."
The question of using
personal interviews for
student admission to college programs was raised
at the March 22, 2000 meeting of the Board of
Governors Planning
Committee.
The meeting was held in
response to a request by the
Advisory Committee of the
Medical Radiologist
Technology (MRT) program to include interviews
in their admission selection
process. MRT's request
prompted the Planning
Committee to ask Goho to

research the effectiveness
of pre-selection interviews
in predicting success - in
clinical and academic settings.

"First, interviews do not
unequivocally or significantly enhance the predictability of academic or
clinical performance; second, an interview process
with higher validity may
have issues with practicality; third, interviews can
lead to discriminatory
exclusion; fourth, any
incremental benefit for students or for institutions of
an interview or other more
objective measures has not
been unequivocally established within an academic
setting," concludes Goho in
the report.
He says data from the
MRT program itself supports the report's conclusion.
"Our experience is that
the MRT program used to
have an interview as part of
the selection process until
1996, and we didn't see any
significant difference in
students' academical success after that," he says.
Ian Scott, RRC Students'
Association president,
attended the meeting and
agreed with the report's
conclusion.

SA opposes
"It is clear that an interview cannot be determinant," says Scott. "The only
determinant is previous
academic success."
Scott says the SA is
against the MRT instituting
an interview process and is
looking for the interviews
to be dropped by the 12
departments currently

using them.
Ken Webb, RRC vicepresident of Academics
says the interviews do not
discriminate against students.
"The college has an open
access admission policy
based on first qualified,
first served," said Webb.
"We don't determine who
can be a professional, it
isn't our job. Our role is to
offer the best training for
it."

Purpose served
He says the interviews
serve their purpose where
they are used.
"We know that for some
programs it is very important. In Creative
Communications, for
instance, it is relevant to
verify the portfolios submitted. In other programs
the interview is only informative," says Webb.
He says while the whole
process is being reviewed,
some changes will be made
in the meantime.
"We are going to make
some changes," says Webb.
"We will give students
advice for interviews and
the right to know the clear
reasons in cases of interview failure. Also, we
should consider some
instructor training."
Webb says the ultimate
goal of the review is to
ensure the fairest system
for students.
"We shouldn't deny
access to anybody. We have
to make sure that the places
are filled with qualified
students. We want people
to succeed, and we want to
avoid unhappy experiences
for students and for us."

photo: Katie Chalmers

The stress of the admission interview may become
a thing of the past at RRC after a recent report

LONG DISTANCE CALLS
AT REDUCED PRICES!!!!
For your calls to Europe, Latin America, or Asia, at any
time of day, Monday thru Sunday. With VTC CANADA we
have very low prices. Some of these include:
•
•
•
•

• South Korea: $0.13/minute
Japan: $0.15/minute
• Germany: $0.12/minute
Philippines: $0.34/minute
• Portugal: $0.24/minute
Italy: $0.13/minute
• Argentina: $0.35/minute
Hong Kong: $0.11/minute
• El Salvador: $0.37/minute

For information about prices for other countries or if you are
interested in applying please call us at:

(204) 661-1847
The sooner you do, the sooner you will SAVE!!!!

Barbara Beattie works with her detector dog Rookie and her colleagues at
the Canadian Food Inspection Agency. They help stop forbidden items from
entering Canada that could damage our plants and animals or contaminate
our food supply. This is just one of many services aimed at protecting the
health of all Canadians.
learn more about the hundreds of services
available from the Government of Canada:
• Visit the Service Canada Access Centre nearest you
• Visit www.canada.gc.ca
• Call 1 800 0-Canada (1 800 622-6232),

To

TTY/TDD:

1 800 465-7735

Red River
College

CANA0lArl
❑ 1.000 SE- fiVSCES

We
Need
Your
`Type"

Blood
Donor Clinic
Wednesday
November 1, 2000
10 AM to 3 PM
South Gym

CANADIAN BLOOD SERVICES is now
responsible for recruiting donors and
collecting biood at blood centers and
clinics across Canada. CBS also tests
the collected blood for safety. Safety is
the paramount concern of the CBS.
Please
be
aware
that:
1. If you had any of the following,
you must wait 12 months to donate:
Ear or body piercing
Tattoo
Needle stick injury
2. If you had dental work or teeth
cleaning you must wait 4 days to donate.
3. Please eat breakfast if you plan on
donating in the morning and eat lunch
if planning on donating in the afternoon.

STUDENTS'
ASSOCIATION

CANADIAN BLOOD
SERVICES

The process of giving blood takes
about an hour.
The supply of blood to hospitals depends entirely on the willingness of
people like you to share their health.
If you have any questions or concerns
call the health center at 632-2238

Keep the Freeze
Reduce the Fees!
The Campaign for Increased funding • Lower Fees
Improved Access to Post-Secondary Education

HELP US STOP TUITION INCREASES
■

In 1976, the Canadian federal government signed the
United Nations' Covenant on Social, Economic and
Cultural rights, by which it committed to eventually
making all levels of education free of up-front user
fees.

■

Students and their families already pay their fair
share: Canadian students pay taxes, whether in the
form of income taxes, goods and services taxes,
property taxes or others. Education is a basic public
program, and an important social equalizer.

■

Red River College performs functions that are not
solely or even primarily of benefit to individual
students, but rather to society as a whole. RRC
contributes to society through research and
innovation, cultural and artistic contributions, serving
as archives, training new workers, developing
citizenship, and providing a gathering place in the
community. It only makes sense that public funds go
towards an education system from which we can all
benefit.

■

Your administration has recommended to the Board
of Governors significant increases in tuition over the
next five years. Your Students' Association says its
time to STOP reducing access through tuition fees
and to STOP asking our students to take unacceptable debt loads to receive a basic right.

presents

L ive Wire

Sign a petition to KEEP THE FREEZE on tuition.

FriOiti act.

@ Tke Zoo

Listen to win!

Wednesday Oct. 25 8-10:30 a.m. in front of

the Cave.

Friday Oct. 27 11:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m. by the Voyageur.
Or come by the Students' Association office and sign.
For more information contact Ian Scott, President of the
Students' Association in room DM20 or call 632-2474.

REP RIVER COLLEGE STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION PRESENT:
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Free par ing

questioned
By Matthew Worobec

E

yen/day Red River
College's parking lots
are full of cars parked
without parking passes and
w ithout fear of a tow truck
ticket.
Fhe only difference
U . them and the hund eds of cars with passes
dangling from their rear
view mirror, besides the
$257 fee, is the time. it's 6
p.m., time for Continuing
Education students to hit
the books.
\1 i'garet Braid,
ects xr
of Continuing Fducatio",
says Con Ed students pay
'..e cost of parking in their
;lion fees.
"There's a real tuitao 0 diffe rential b-emeori day students and Continuing
.
ots, For the

_ontinuing Education stucnts the parking is included in ir tui tion,"
says.
Coitelt statistics sn
last year C n Ed had 16,528
students enrolled, bringing
n $1 million to college cofers. Currently there there
,976 students enrolled
in f 'I night courses at R.RC.
Barnes, diredor
.

Parking, says with the
amount of Con Ed Student
parking at the college it is
questionable why it does
not charge a fee.
"I have the point of view
that if expenses are going
up, then we should consider a future increase in park'ng fees," says Barnes.
A RRC report says
raising parking rates is a
ssibility in the future.
only for Con Ed shills but for all staff and
dents.
With costs for operating
and maintaining our parking lots going up and the
good possibility that addi`,.: mai parking will be
required, the college should
consider raising staff rates.
increasing staff rates would
warrant the raising of student rates," says the report.
The report notes the higher costs charged by the
University of Manitoba
,which paces their parking
rates with inflation.
Pat Bozvak, dean of
Student Affairs; says the
price difference is a draw.
"We must stay cornpe
Live with other institutions.
Free parking just happen
to be one of our big sells."
,

FAIRWEATHER — POLO PARK
Is looking for energetic, outgoing people
to join their sales team.
F/T and P/T positions available. Flexible hours.
Drop resume off at the
Fairweather Polo Park store or
call Dawn @ 774-1807

photo: Katie Chalmers

Third-year nursing students Krystie Fenton (left) and Nicole Prime (right)
showcase the risks of oral sex in front of RRC library - a class project

RRC recycle bins
winning converts
R
By Lisa Fraser

ed River College has
launched the Waste
Reduction and
Recycling program with bins
for paper in every classroom
and bins for glass and cans
throughout RRC.
Mark
Wills,
RRC
Requirements officer and
Recycling Committee chair,
says the program is 100 per
cent funded by the Manitoba
Product Stewardship
Corporation (MPSC), a nonprofit organization which
assists households and postsecondary institutions with
their recycling programs.
The province collects a two
cent levy on beverage containers sold in Manitoba.
This money funds MPSC,
who in turn provides RRC
with $2.50 per full-time stu-

dent to run the recycling and
waste reduction program.
Costs of running the program include hiring
Network South Enterprises
Inc. to empty and clean the
recycling bins and miscellaneous services. This year the
majority of money was spent
on purchasing the recycling
bins at a cost of $25,000.
The recycling program
will make and save money,
says Wills.
RRC will be selling the
recyclables collected and
returning profits to the program. Wills says he hopes
recycling will reduce the
amount of waste produced
by RRC. This will result in
less garbage heading to the
landfill, something RRC is
charged for.
"More material diverted
from the landfill will save us

iteading Week Delivery Puna Needed
0 Mazatlan
Winnipeg Departure:
10-17 Feb, 2001
2 Star Hotel
3 Star Hotel

from $

899
969

from $
Rates per person based on quad share room.
Taxes not included. Call for full details:

11TRAVEL CUTS
Plugged-in to Student Tras,selattaa)

499 Portage Ave. 783-5353
Owned and operated by the Canadian Federation of Students

Red River College's campus newspaper,
needs a delivery person.

The Best Paper Route in
Winnipeg!
• No early mornings
• No fee collecting
• No mail boxes to stuff
RRC Students Need Only Apply
Deliveries required
every second Monday,
from November to May, 2001.
Some off-campus deliveries.

$50/issue
Applications accepted at
Students'
Association
Room DM20
C/O Guy Lussier Adv. Mgr.

Application
Deadline: Oct 27

money," says Wills.
Students and staff agree a
recycling program is needed
at RRC.
Melissa MacDonald, a
first-year Administrative
Assistant student says she
believes with the amount of
recyclables RRC uses should
designate a program.
"(The recycling program)
is a great idea, especially
with all the pop we go
through."
Susan Andree, Continuing
Education Program Officer
says her department is making good use of recycling
bins.
"It's good the college is
being proactive. (The recycling program) is great
because it looks after the aluminum and plastic we used
to throw away," says
Andree.
First-year Green Space
Management student
Danny Mitchell says
whether or not students use
the recycling facilities
depends a lot on their
awareness. He says if students do not know about
the program, they will not
recycle.
Accelerated
Nursing
Diploma student Michelle
Convery says other factors
that will determine the success of the program are convenience and accessibility.
"I think people won't recycle because they're lazy .. .
If you're in a hurry to go to
class you won't go out of
your way to recycle," says
Convery.
The new Waste Reduction
and Recycling program collects high quality paper, aluminum cans, glass bottles,
jars and PET plastic bottles.
Recycling containers have
been placed in classes, hallways, The Cave, The Tower
Lounge, and the Buffalo and
Voyageur cafeterias.
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China under Voyager food
wasn't
environmentally requires.
friendly," says Gork.
"(The cost) includes the
Plumbing faculty's Pierre additional expense of having
ed River College's
Voyageur cafeteria is Joyal, a regular customer of a dishwasher on duty all day
the site of an environ- the Voyageur, says he now rather than a short portion of
recycles because of the bins the day, the added chemical
ment-saving pilot project.
Since mid-September, the set up in the cafeteria and cost and additional money to
introduce the program," says
cafeteria located between around RRC.
"I do what I can. If the bins Bilodeau.
buildings A and B has minimized their garbage and are there, I can throw my plasPacker says RRC will save
increased their recycling by tic there, then I can recycle, money because they will not
using china plates and silver- otherwise I wouldn't," says purchase as much plastic and
Styrofoam, but additional
ware for meals consumed Joyal.
costs are expected to cover
inside the cafeteria.
"Often
vanishing dinnerware.
"We've gone to
"Often times, the cutlery
the cutlery or chinaware
plates, china cups,
1
or
chinaware ends up
cutlery instead of
ends up in someone's office or
in someone's office or
plastic," says
suppose in a few cases, conceiva bly,
I suppose in a few
Claudette
Stonehouse, the some students might decide that they cases, conceivably,
some students might
production coordineed some dinnerware at home
decide that they need
nator.
Cliff Packer
some dinnerware at home,"
RRC Auxiliary Services
he says.
director Cliff Packer says the
The pilot's goal was not to
The extra dishes mean extra
program is in full swing.
"It's been mandated to us to eliminate disposable garbage work and more staff hours,
do what we can, to minimize altogether, as certain situa- says Packer.
"(The staff have) all
disposable plates, disposable tions may not allow, says
embraced it. Sure, they may
cutlery and Styrofoam coffee Packer. "You're never going to have more to do, but it takes
cups that are hard to recycle
and secondly to maximize totally eliminate this stuff, them longer to do and maybe
recycling activities on campus because there's always a need they'll be paid for more hours
so that any paper or dispos- for carry out or takeout - espe- too. So that's not necessarily a
able stuff we do use is getting cially on the campus here. But bad thing," he says.
we're certainly trying to miniThe project will be reviewed
recycled," says Packer.
So far, the reactions of cus- mize the amount of paper in December. Packer says the
plates and plastic cutlery equipment shrinkage cost,
tomers are supportive.
Cheryl Gork, Education that's being dumped out in staff and customer's satisfacSupport exam facilitator says the garbage into the ever- tion will be considered.
"We hope people realize
she is encouraged by the growing man-made hills
that we are trying hard to be
Voyageur cafeteria's use of around the city" he says.
Donna Bilodeau, Food environmentally responsible
chinaware.
"I feel very positive about Services assistant manager and that we need everybody's
that. I think that's an excellent estimates the initial startup cooperation to return the cutmove for the college. I heard cost for the project is around lery and the china to keep the
price down and to make it a
one of the students in line say $10,000.
This includes additional success financially as well as
that they weren't using
Styrofoam today because it staff the pilot program now operationally," says Packer.

R

By Nancy Chan

photo: Katie Chalmers

First-year RRC Electronic Engineering Technology
student Julian Moseley demonstrates new dishes

Red River College,
University of Winnipeg,
University of Manitoba &
College Universitaire de
Saint Boniface Students only!

Stickers

passes availabl e at

Crazy
Saturday, October 28
9 am - 4 pm U of M Faculty of Dentistry
790 Bannatyne Avenue

The operation of Winnipeg
Transit is financially assisted by
the Government of Manitoba

WINNIPEG

Free consultation in all areas of dentistry including pain relief, check-ups and
advice, fillings, minor repairs, simple denture repairs and dental cleanings, as
time permits. Free dental kits and free parking in the lot adjacent to the clinic.

114.1
) .
Manitoba
Intergovernmental Affairs

Sponsored in part by

Ai' 986-5700 ,A v
e site at www.winnipegtransit.com
g or ta ect

Dentist

.
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Stop personality cult

T

he cult of personality is alive and well
here in Canada, as was shown by
Pierre Trudeau's death last month. •
Before all you card-carrying Liberals start
clenching your teeth in anticipation of
another Trudeau bashing, relax - this column isn't about the flamboyant former
prime minister.
But as I watched the period of mourning, I
couldn't help but be reminded of the seemingly months-long funeral procession which
followed Lady Di's death, and think of how
willing people are to attribute almost anything to a single person.
I'm not sure what it is 'that makes people
want to simplify things to such an extent,
but it seems that as people's knowledge of
the world becomes increasingly reduced to
eight-second sound bytes and regular doses
of Entertainment Tonight, their need to project greatness onto famous personalities is
becoming greater and greater.
Take Lady Diana, who seems to take up
just as much space in the world's tabloids in
death as she did while living.
Two weeks ago, the Winnipeg Sun devoted four full pages over the course of two
days to some excerpts from a new book by
Diana's personal secretary.
Society's thirst for even the most undeserving of celebrities is seemingly
unquenchable. I remember at the time how
everyone over the age of 40 seemed to be
glued to their TV sets, staying up late into
the night to watch Di's funeral.
A friend of mine tried to make me watch

it, saying this was an important moment in
history. I didn't understand her reasoning
then, and I certainly don't now.
Granted, Lady Di seemed like a nice
enough person who didn't deserve to die,
and it was indeed sad how her life was constantly under the microscope.
That being said, there must have been
untold number of people who died on that
day in the summer of 1997 who are far more
deserving of our attention.
Can anyone with a functioning mind
explain to me why someone who never
knew Diana personally should care that
she's dead?
The next time you weep for a famous
stranger, take a moment to ask yourself why.
Was she your friend? Did he contribute anything more to society than your average person? Or was she just pretty, powerful, and
rich?
Yes, Lady Di did charity work. Who cares?
That was her job. She lived in untold luxury,
and for that she was required to lend her
face and some of her time to a few philanthropic causes.
Why don't we try acknowledging the people who give thousands of hours of their free
time each year to charitable causes, time
they could spend improving their own
lives?
That just isn't going to happen, because
we are all the dupes of celebrity - Canada's
last class system • and most dominant religion.

-Adam Clayton-

Clinton's lost Middle East legacy
ow will the world remember
you after you are dead and
buried?
Whether it's boastful bragging
around a table full of drunken friends
or a silent thought racing through
your head while lying alone in the
dark on a sleepless night, it's a question that nips at our heels throughout
our lives.
For politicians, it becomes an obsession.
The calculated yet awkward
footrace from their places of power to
the pages of history begins with their
first victory party.

Oval Office
The pursuit of a legacy is no better
exemplified than in the Oval Office.
Ronald Reagan had the Cold War,
George Bush the Gulf War, Johnson is
left holding the bag for Vietnam and
Nixon has a permanent room at the

Watergate Hotel.
Where many of his predecessors
made their legacy with war, US
President Bill Clinton wanted his to
come from peace. Specifically, Clinton
wanted to be the one to bring peace to
the Middle East.

Middle East peace
The legacy seemed secured with a
handshake between then Israeli prime
minister Yitzhak Rabin and Palestine
Liberation Organization leader Yasser
Arafat on the White House lawn, on
Sept. 13, 1993.
With a smile on his face, Clinton
looked over the shoulders of the onetime enemies as Israel gave autonomy
of the West Bank to the Palestinians
and the PLO officially recognized the
existence of the state of Israel.
But with his presidency now being
measured in weeks, Clinton's desired
legacy seems to be lost.

The nightly images of Palestinian
stones being met by Israeli bullets and
Hezbola rockets being countered by
Israeli helicopter gun ships are symptoms of a diseased and dying peace
process.
Disruptive agents, some whose ages
are measured in millennias, may have
made such a legacy an impossible one.
Regardless, Clinton himself must take
some of the blame for the failure.

Final deathblow
Perhaps the final deathblow to the
Middle East peace process came with
the first American bomb falling from
the skies over Kosovo in March 1999.
While the intentions were good, and
the public relations even better, the
message was wrong.
Essentially, the American led NATO
attack on Serbian forces was little
more than overwhelming air support
for a terrorist organization - the
..........

Kosovo Liberation Army. The KLA
was engaged in a terrorist campaign
against Serbia and Serbians to create
an independent Kosovo.

Barrel of a gun
By bombing Serbia into submission,
NATO and its principle member the
US, backed the terrorist KLA and signaled to the world yet again that the
way to sovereignty comes from the
barrel of a gun not the pens of the
peace table.
To deny this is to signal a double
standard. Palestinian terrorist attacks
on Israelis are worse than KLA attacks
on Serbs and Israeli protection of citizen and territory are better than that of
Serbia.
This type of duplicity is why the
Clinton memoirs are more likely to
appear in Letters to Penthouse than
the history books.

—Sean Thiessen...
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'Dancing Queen' having the time of her life
RWB's new principal dancer leaps into the spotlight
By Greg Burch

I

f being bitten by a vampire was
part of your job description, you'd
probably start looking for a new
career - but not Tara Birtwhistle.
For the 28-year-old principal
dancer at the Royal Winnipeg Ballet,
a date with Dracula is just another
part of her job.
Birtwhistle recently played the role
of fallen high society woman Lucy
Westenra in Mark Godden's gothic
ballet Dracula, which just completed
its run at the Centennial Concert
Hall.
Birtwhistle says performing here in
Winnipeg has advantages for dancers.
"On the road you play to recorded
music, but here we get to do it to a full
orchestra. It's really special that way."
It must be special - two days before
the show opened, Birtwhistle had her
wisdom teeth removed. While that
kind of pain might put the average
person out of action for a few days,
Birtwhistle wasn't going to let
anything hold her back from playing
her role.
"Lucy is one of my favourites," says
Birtwhistle. "They say she succumbs
to Dracula because she is weak, but
really it's because he has something
she wants. Lucy always gets what she
wants."
Roles like this emphasize the
mixture of dancing and acting in ballet, says Birtwhistle, and she loves
both of these aspects.
"For something like Dracula, you
create a character and the dance follows."
Birtwhistle has felt Dracula's fangs
more than 50 times in a brilliant ballet
career which started when she danced
for the first time at the tender age of
five.
Birtwhistle was born in Vancouver,
B.C. and grew up in Sherwood Park,
Alta. before moving to Red Deer. She
received most of her pre-professional
training at the Sherwood Park School
of Dance and the Red Deer School of
Ballet.
"I remember when my ballet
teacher in Red Deer said to me that
she couldn't teach me anymore, so she
took me to my first audition," says
Birtwhistle.
Birtwhistle left home in 1986 to train
professionally with the Royal
Winnipeg Ballet's professional division. The routine was a rigorous balance of schoolwork and dance
practice, and the students weren't permitted to allow their marks to slip.
"I think you will find that dancers
are still able to attain a higher grade
level than most people," says
Birtwhistle.
The training prepared Birtwhistle
for the intense world of ballet.
"The instructors are tough. You are
always being critiqued, but it's a per-

RWB principal dancer Tara Birtwhistle
fectionist's career," she says.
Birtwhistle remembers focus was
one area which was very important to
master.
"We visualize a lot. I visualize a
centre, because on stage it's just black
out there beyond the lights, so you
have no reference point to achieve bal-

"It was wonderful . . . it
is nice to be recognized
inside of the dance community, but there is
something special about
being recognized outside of it in the general
public," says Birtwhistle
on being named one of
Maclean magazine's 100
Young Canadians to
Watch in the new
millenium.

ance," she says.
Birtwhistle graduated from the professional division in 1991 and joined
the RWB company as a corps member
the same year.
In 1995 she was promoted to soloist,
an unusual feat considering dancers
normally move up to demi-soloist
before advancing to full soloist.
Birtwhistle says dancing solo takes
some getting used to.
"There's the added pressure everyone is watching you; it's harder
to focus. But it's part of the job."
The RWB tours a lot, and Birtwhistle
says this makes preparation for her
performances more difficult.
"But we're a travelling company,"
says Birtwhistle. "That's what we do."
Birtwhistle's favourite tour was the
European junket, which included a
performance in front of the Parthenon
near Athens, Greece.
She also remembers performing the
Queen of the Wilis, part of the ballet
Giselle, in Scotland.
"It was almost an out of body expe-

rience. It was like I was by myself
dancing for myself," says Birtwhistle.
Early in 1999, Birtwhistle traveled to
Ottawa with RWB second soloist Paul
De Strooper to perform for Adrienne
Clarkson, the newly appointed
Governor General. Soon after she was
named by Maclean's magazine as one
of 100 Young Canadians to Watch in
the new millennium.
"It was wonderful," says Birtwhistle
of her selection. "It is nice to be recognized inside of the dance community,
but there is something special about
being recognized outside of it in the
general public."
Birtwhistle was promoted to the
coveted role of principal dancer for
RWB's 2000-01 season. She says a ballet dancer's job doesn't stop when the
lights go down, either.
"It goes beyond what you do on
stage. You are an ambassador for the
company," says Birtwhistle.
She enjoys this added personal
dimension. "Being able to meet people is great. If you meet people beforehand, it's easier for them to come and
appreciate the performance. There is
no glamourizing," says Birtwhistle.
Since she started dancing those
many years ago, Birtwhistle says her
biggest challenges have involved confidence.
"You have to realize you can't do
everything," she says.
Today, critics tout Birtwhistle as the
heir apparent to prima ballerina
Evelyn Hart.
"It's certainly a compliment. I think
she's a genius," says Birtwhistle.
Hart was a mentor for Birtwhistle
early on in her career. She remembers
her early meetings with Hart at RWB.
"I couldn't even make eye contact
with her. I was star struck," says
Birtwhistle.
The mentoring relationship continues today, and Birtwhistle loves it.
"She's still a mentor today, but it's
hands-on now," says Birtwhistle.
The life of a professional dancer
doesn't allow for much free ti
Birtwhistle's daily routine is as rigorous today as it was when she started
her professional training, and she says
she's remains deeply committed to
her dancing.
However, she does manage to find
time for her horse, an Arabian mare
named River. Birtwhistle prefers
endurance riding.
"It's a marathon for horses. We go
50 miles in 12 hours," says Birtwhistle.
In the future, Birtwhistle says she
would like to become a dance coach,
so she can be act as a mentor to young
dancers.
Birtwhistle says it's important for
young dancers to instill confidence in
themselves.
"Believe in who you are. I know it
sounds cliché, but dancing is 80 per
cent self-confidence."
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Dracula doesn't bite
RWB kicks off home season with gothic production
By Tamara King

T

he Royal Winnipeg Ballet opened its home
season last week with Dracula, a gothic tale of
the famous vampire's shameless taste for
human blood that's as much theatre as it is ballet.
Bram Stoker wrote Dracula in 1897. A little over
100 years later, choreographer Mark Godden has
transformed this classic gothic tale into a modern
theatrical ballet for the RWB which a combines
blood, sex, and magic with dry ice and elegant dancing.
Playing before a packed house, Lucy Westenra
(Tara Birtwhistle) and Dracula (Johnny W. Chang),

photo: David Cooper

Tara Birtwhistle and Johnny W. Chang
in RWB's Dracula

draw the audience into a dark tale vaguely resembling the traditional Dracula myth, but with a few
new twists Bram Stoker himself might not recognize.
Spellbound and immortalized by Dracula's vampire kiss, Lucy is seduced into a sexual
and bloodthirsty trance and lured
into Dracula's tomb, from
which she is rescued by
three persistent suitors
with the help of stakes
and crosses.
The second act
begins with The
Pantomime, a comical narration written and performed
by Richard Hurst.
A stuffed dummy
is dropped not
once but twice
from somewhere
above the stage,
representing the
dramatic leap taken
by the captive
Jonathan Harker
(Johnny Wright) from the
top of Castle Dracula in
Transylvania, causing the
audience to laugh uproariously.
The next scene, the Red Dance, is an
intense animalistic dance which exemplifies
Dracula's sexual thirsts. Performed by a wolf and an
eclectic mix of scarlet red costumed dancers, whose

Murray).
Next, Jonathan goes on a business trip to Dracula's
castle in Transylvania where he is nearly seduced
into the underworld by Dracula's three vampire
goddesses. After his escape, Jonathan discovers
Mina harbours similar vampire desires which
are manifested by her performance in
the performance's final scene.
Dracula enslaves Mina and performs his blood ritual on her
while Jonathan helplessly
looks on, until Mina breaks
free and manages to kill
Dracula with the help of a
cross.
Godden uses a lavish set
of gothic "brickwork"
to realistically simulate
Dracula's crypt in
Transylvania. The set,
in combination with the
different light filters
used, has a smoky, dingy
feel to it.
Godden made good use of
light - Jonathan wards off
Dracula's attack by smashing through a brick wall in the
crypt, revealing fatal sunlight.
Gustav Mahler also provides a tantilizing gothic soundtrack filled with
subtle organ undertones and high, shaky
violin overtures sometimes backed by the
Renaissance Voices vocal ensemble.
Audiences were left thirsting for more after the

costumes range from jesters to 1920s flappers who

RWB's world premiere of Dracula in 1998, and this

represent Dracula's forces of darkness, the final two
scenes feature veteran dancers Johnny Wright
(Jonathan Harker) and CindyMarie Small (Mina

season's show is making Dracula a traditional
Halloween treat for the ballet lover and the vamipire
in us all.

When the moon hits your eye
PTE's new play Salt-Water Moon wins over a 'smitten' audience
By Kimberly Ireton
patchwork of stories about family, history
and love make up David French's Salt-Water
Moon, Prairie Theatre Exchange's first show
of the season.
Set in Newfoundland in 1926, the play takes the
audience through one night in one yard beneath the

A

again. Mary, on the other hand, is quick-tempered,
still smarting from the sting of her abandonment.
The turning point between the two is a sweet
scene where Mary explains to Jacob where the blue
star Vega is located in the sky. He takes the opportunity to brush cheeks with her, and for the first time
she reveals her longing for him.
But love is not so simple. As the night wears on

light of the moon and explores the relationship

and more stories are told, the troubled, interwoven

between the play's only two characters, Mary and
Jacob.
Although there are only two actors in the play,
they do a commendable job of holding the audience's attention through
the 90 minute,
intermissionfree tale. .
Anne Ross,
who plays the
young, stubborn Mary
Snow, is the
stronger of the
two, eloquently portraying a
young woman
determined to
give herself a
better life by
settling down
and marrying
the practical

past between Jacob's father and Jerome's father is
revealed, and Mary tells of her need to marry well
for the sake of her orphaned younger sister.
As the play ends and a bright full moon appears
against the set's black backdrop, the answer to the
question, 'Will these two end up together?' is finally
revealed.
The multi-storied plot of Salt-Water Moon works
incredibly well, because the beauty of this play is in
its language. Jacob and Mary never kiss and rarely
touch - all emotion and sentiment is revealed
through the spoken word.
To concentrate evem more on their intimate conversation, all other elements of the show are kept
very simple. In fact, simplicity is definitely the key
to this moving production.
A plain yet effective porch set placed against a
dark backdrop with twinkling stars, a scarcity of
props, and an absence of costume changes all assist

Ross and MacLellan
in Salt-Water Moon
Jerome Mackenzie.
William J. MacLellan plays the cocky Jacob
Mercer, an impulsive and earnest young man just
returned from Toronto, having left Mary behind a
year earlier without so much as a good-bye.
MacLellan speaks a bit too quickly at times and
occasionally seems to lose focus, but he always
returns to form when the dialogue calls for banter
between Ross and himself, and banter they do.
As soon as Jacob walks into the yard the audience
can feel the tension between the couple. The verbal
jousting which follows is humorous and lively.
Jacob is immediately smitten upon spotting Mary
. ......

in the telling of this love story. The evening is
brought to perfect completion when Ross and
MacLellan meet on stage to receive their well-earned
and enthusiastic applause from the smitten audience, and they kiss for the first time.
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Lost Souls a lost cause
The Devil himself couldn't save Winona Ryder's new flick
By Darla Kraigsley
anusz Kaminski, the Academy Award-winning
cinematographer of Schindler's List and Saving
Private Ryan, is obviously capable of making
beautiful films, something he proves once again in
his directorial debut, Lost Souls.
However, it also becomes glaringly evident dur-

J

antichrist. He makes his living writing novels
about serial killers, is completely devoid of
faith, and has a vacuous blond girlfriend - all
ideal circumstances for Satan to assume
human form.
Problems arise when Larkin attempts to
warn Kelson of his impending fate, and this is
the point in the movie where things turn

ing the course of this movie that Kaminski should

almost comical.

have stuck with what he knows.
Lost Souls is a gorgeous film to watch if you are
only interested in the visual aspects of movies.
However, if you enjoy plausible plot lines and stimulating dialogue, this movie will make you want to
pound yourthead against hard metal objects.
Winona Ryder plays Maya Larkin, a young
woman involved with a Catholic sect that performs
exorcisms on the demonically possessed.
Larkin becomes convinced that Lucifer himself is
planning to invade the body of some poor, unsus-

You see, Kelson believes that good and evil
are just illusions. So when Larkin whispers
into his ear that he is about to be transformed
into the antichrist, Kelson understandably
becomes a tad defensive.
However, after several vivid dreams and
disconcerting encounters, Kelson starts to
wonder if maybe there is such a thing as evil with a

pecting
soul and
rule the
world for
the next
2 000
years.
Peter
Kelson
(Ben
Chaplin)
seems
like a
perfect
candidate to
become
the vessel
of the

looks like. With the exception of two scenes which
made me grasp the arm of the person sitting next to
me (which presented a problem because he wasn't
actually with me), this movie lacked the horror to
warrant its R rating.
Kaminski may have been trying to disturb the
audience by focusing on the internal moral struggle Kelson undergoes instead of simply bombarding us with blood and gore.
If so, it might have been a good idea to add some
dialogue that lends itself to suspense and terror
and making us fear the implications of a world
governed by Satan, as opposed to just implying it
through ridiculous and lengthy pauses.
Part of the problem with this movie is the fact it
has been done before (and done better) in such
films as Stigmata and Bless the Child.
Unless you're a die-hard Winona Ryder fan, or
Winona Ryder and Ben Chaplin in the new perhaps simply a masochist, I would suggest waiting until this movie comes to Cinema City 8 and
horror thriller Lost Souls
save yourself a few bucks.
You'll need it to purchase the hard liquor you will
capital E.
be driven to consume once the movie's over.
The problem is we are not allowed to see what evil

New version of The Exorcist turning heads
The Exorcist still a great movie but new version doesn't compare to original
By Lea Gunner

the only available priest with experience in performing exorcisms, and together they attempt to purge
Regan of the demon.
Always looking over their shoulders is Lieutenant

slasher flicks could learn a thing or two from this
film. The Exorcist makes people grip their arm rests
he re-release of The Exorcist may be touted as
and jump from their seats in fear, something rarely
"the version you've never seen,"
seen in horror films nowadays.
but trust me, you're better off letWith the revised version, a new generating it stay that way.
tion of audiences can experience the terThe Exorcist has been called the
ror of The Exorcist on the big screen, and
scariest movie of all time, but 11 extra
the older generation can relive the story
minutes of footage don't justify the
in its new, digitally-enhanced form.
reissue of this classic horror film.
The re-release features new music and
Director William Triedlcin had audiadditional scenes, including an innocent
ences flying under their seats in terror
Regan's first hospital visit and the poswith his gory, special effects-laden 1973
sessed Regan's spider walk down the
horror film.
stairs.
The movie also won critical acclaim,
While the original version of the
capturing two Academy Awards (Best
Exorcist is an amazing horror story, the
Adapted Screenplay, Best Sound), and
new version gives audiences more backstars Ellen Burstyn, Linda Blair and
ground information but adds little to the
Jason Miller were all nominated for
excellent film.
their performances.
If audiences are going to be scared out of
Linda Blair portrays Regan MacNeil,
their wits by the new version it will be
a 12-year-old girl possessed by the
by the already infamous images of
devil. Ellen Burstyn plays her single
Regan's head spinning, vomiting, and
mother Chris, a famous actress dissacrilegious masturbation scenes.
traught over her daughter's sudden
The big screen and big sound of 21st
Ellen Burstyn comforts Linda Blair in The Exorcist
personality change.
century technology adds to the pleasure
Chris calls on Father Damien Karras
of this classic film.
(Chris Miller) to help her daughter when modem
But unless you're a big horror buff, the
medicine fails. Father Karras, although questioning Kinderman (Lee J. Cobb), who is searching for the
additional footage isn't worth paying $11 to see the
his own faith, agrees to do what he can for the trou- murderer of Chris's director and friend, Burke
new version in the theatres. So just wait for video
Dennings (Jack MacGowran).
bled young girl.
and curl up with a bowl of popcorn - you won't be
From writing to acting to sound, today's teen
missing much.
Karras turns to Father Merrin (Max von Sydow) -

T
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The Fake News
Peace in the Middle East
By Nick Martin

T

he prospect of peace in the
Middle
East
improved
dramatically last week
when Palestinian leader Yasser
A
r
a
f
a
t

unexpectedly gave in to all
Israeli demands, ending
the 52-year conflict and
the recent violence in
the Holy Land.
The peace talks
began quietly but
were suddenly
ended when tearyeyed Palestinian
leader Yasser
Arafat jumped up .*
from the bargain- t
ing table, scream- 1
ing.
"All right, I admit
it - we were way off!
Just keep the land,
it's really yours anyway," Arafat told
Israeli prime minister
Ehud Barak.
Arafat's words were met
with jubilation as yells of joy
swept through the conference
room where the meetings were taking place. The celebrations ended in a
huge kegger which went on into the

wee hours of the morning.
U.S. President Bill Clinton says he is
. pleased with how the
talks went.
I 'M just so
glad
these
"

bastards
finally
came to an
agreement. This
whole war thing was really starting to

annoy me," says Clinton.
"Well, it just dawned on me all of a
"Hey, you wouldn't happen to know sudden that our policies have been
where a fella could score some, would totally off for years. I was like, man,
ya?" Clinton asked a reporter outside where was my head? And I mean, it's
the conference room. about lives, man - you know, human
"It's dry as a bone out here. Get it? lives," says Arafat.
Cuz it's a desert!" said Clinton before
Arafat then burst into tears saying,
trailing off and muttering, "Man, I am "Man, it's just such a trip, saving these
so wasted!"
lives," before adding, "Party on man."
Arafat tried to explain his sudden
Arafat says the peace talks should
and surprising admission of guilt at a send a strong message to negotiators
media conference following the talks. around the world: "Make sure Clinton
"When you see the
horrors we have in our
country, you begin to
realize how stupid this
war really is," says
Arafat.
"Besides, my ass was
falling asleep and I
really couldn't stand
to sit at the negotiating
table much longer,"
says Arafat. "I knew
Barak wasn't going to
budge."
"Man, he was really
taking this war thing
Israeli prime minister Ehud Barak
seriously," says Arafat.
shouts with glee
Barak could not be
reached for comment as
he was passed out on a table littered shows up with an excellent source of
with Doritos and empty beer cans at munchies and beer."
press time.
Arafat later tried to explain the
reason behind his reversal.

Axworthy going out with a bang
Departing Winnipeg MP lashes out at 'dirty' foreigners
By Adam Clayton

Shawinigan," says Axworthy.
Axworthy says meeting a delegation of Gypsy
refugees while touring Europe was among the lowlights of his time in Foreign Affairs.
"Obviously, I took my watch off before meeting
them. You can never be too careful around Gypsies.
Stinking thieves," says Axworthy.
Axworthy says he has few regrets, except how
U.S. foreign policy pressured him into "giving
Saddam and Milosevic a real hard time."
"They're good guys, those two. I had to come
down on them in the press sometimes, but they
understand I was just doing my job. Now that I'm
out of office maybe we can just hang out, play some
golf or chase some Gypsies or something, like normal guys," says Axworthy.
In spite of his impending retirement, Axworthy
says he's been keeping a close eye on the recent
flare-up in the Middle East and has some advice for
his successor Manley: "Just let them blow the whole
damn place up. I'm sick of both their whining, quite
frankly."

O

TTAWA— He's been around the world and
rubbed elbows with numerous presidents
and prime ministers, but outgoing MP
Lloyd Axworthy says being foreign affairs minister
wasn't all glamour and globetrotting.
Axworthy, who handed the foreign affairs portfolio over to former Industry Minister John Manley
last week and will not seek re-election in WinnipegSouth Centre, says the hardest part of his job was
dealing with "shifty foreigners."
"You can't trust those foreigners - they're dirty,
lying bastards, every last one of them. At least in my
experience," says Axworthy.
The "spectacular ignorance" of most foreign emissaries also made his job incredibly difficult, says
Axworthy.
"I've spoken with government officials from
many, many countries, and let me tell you, hardly
any of them can even speak English. Can you
believe that, in this day and age?" says Axworthy.
But Axworthy says he has some good memories of
his time at the foreign affairs post.
"One time we were on ' a trade mission to
Amsterdam and Jean got me so wasted on weed and
Quaaludes I didn't even wear a rubber during the
whole trip. Oh man, my wife had a few things to say
about that when I got back! Yadda yadda yadda, I'll

Former Foreign Affairs Minister
Lloyd Axworthy
be fine so long as I keep using my ointment," says
Axworthy.
"Actually, it was on that trip that I finally realized
why he refers to himself as 'the little guy from
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Reviews
Mardis Gras.BB
SuperSmell

Boys II Men
Nathan, Michael, Shawn, Wanya

Smooth jazz, Sesame Street samples and hip-hop
scratching make this album an aural treat. It's surprising that such an authentic bayou sound could
come from a German band. The CD includes an interactive game with video clips and remixes.

If you're a sappy romantic, the last half of this CD is
for you. If you're schizophrenic however, maybe the
first half is a better bet. The disturbing Ricky
Martin/Daft Punk /NKOTB-inspired tracks leave one
wondering whether Boys II Men have gone crazy or
simply sold out ... again.
-Jen Sharpe

-Rayna Anderson
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One Way Ride
Straight Up!

Kristine W
Stronger

This debut effort from Long Beach's answer to Creed
is driven by guitarist Chris Scott's powerful riffs.
One Way Ride is a solid post-grunge band, but does
nothing special to separate itself from an already
crowded field. Check out the first track for what a
Creed /STP union would sound like.

This dance CD has an R & B feel and is upbeat, yet
lacks originality. Fortunately background vocals often
camouflage Kristine W's unpolished singing voice,
which sounds aged and mediocre. Not a worthwhile
CD unless you're a hard-core dance music lover who
isn't fussy.

-Andew Buck

-Katie Chalmers
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13 Ways to Die on Stage

cut Of:10 F

Baby Blue Soundcrew
Private Party Collectors Edition Mixed CD
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How to make 13 Ways to Die on Stage in your very
own recording studio: 1) Echo Creed in every song. 2)
Add Nickelback and Finger 11 occasionally. 3) Scream
like Staind when desired. 4) Try, and fail, to be creative. Final result: a CD that sounds exactly like every
other modern rock CD on the planet.
-Jen Sharpe

PRIX•

This Toronto DJ foursome mixes up hot tracks from
Yankees like Sisqo, DMX and Q-Tip while also giving
props to an array of Canadian hip-hoppers like
Kardinal Offishall, Jully Black and Saukrates. Ideal for
head-noddin' in the car or booty-shakin' at the club.
- Steven Adams
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evelopment, the College is set to raise the curtain on the
RED RIVER COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ANTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

The TEN-BY-S1)4Y-FOOT Recognition Wall combines a tribute to our major donors along with
apictoilat histoyy 9fthe College. From its early beginnings in the 'dirty thirties as a small

All RRC

students and staff
are invited to attend
an afternoon celebration
and unveiling beginning at
3:00 p.m.
Thursday, October 26
at the bus loop entrance,
mall level.

centre toirain unemployed youth to its present role as Manitoba's second-largest
post-secondary educational institution, Red River College's mandate has closely reflected
the needs of the province throughout the years.
Although the College has been around for over 60 years, it is relatively new to fund raising.
Only in the last decade has the College actively sought support from the private sector for
scholarship and bursary funds, capital projects and other initiatives. This Wall is one
way in which we can begin to say thank you to all those who have supported students and
education at Red River College.
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By Erin Madden

By Ajit Singh

/ don't understand what it is Winnipeggers see in the bar scene. You see the
same thing in all the bars you go to.

o some people are sick of the bar scene - maybe it's because they go for the
wrong reason. Lots of people at nightclubs are looking to meet someone. It
seems some girls are looking for a relationship while guys are looking to get
laid. This might pose a problem straight off. One solution would be if we all went
to get laid. Otherwise, maybe people should change their approach.
One thing I notice when I go to the bar is I see a ton of friends I have forgotten
about. It's pretty cool to just hang at the bar with old friends, reminisce about old

I, for one, am sick of seeing the same scenarios unfold over the course of an
evening, every weekend.
First of all, I don't understand all of these girls who think they need to dress
like Britney Spears or Christina Aguilera to get noticed, with bare bellies, open-

S

backed tops and cleavage hanging out all over the place.

times, and get juiced. It shouldn't only be about the pick-ups - what's wrong with

Don't they realize less isn't always sexy? They all look like they have had
their hair and make-up professionally done. If you watch all of these scantily
clad girls, you can quickly learn their routine.
They come in with their girlfriends, do "the walk" around the bar, and finally settle within close proximity of a large group of attractive guys who look like
they may be interested in buying them a drink sometime over the course of the
night - a routine that's both predictable and pathetic.
Second, what's the deal with the music they play? If you go downtown on a
weekend, be prepared to hear the same music every night - a little bit of Ricky
Martin, some N'Sync and a whole lot of bad '80s dance music.
Don't the bar owners understand there are other songs people are able to
dance to?
Finally, a night at the bar is never complete without seeing one of "those couples" who everyone in the bar watches, shaking their heads.
You know the ones. You'll see them at the beginning of the night standing at
the end of the bar.
After talking for a while and consuming a few too many drinks you'll see
them at the end of the bar making out. Later on you'll notice them out on the
dance floor grinding away - for some reason they're unable to keep from groping one another. Please people, have some dignity and at least get a room. Like
I said, this is the scene at Winnipeg bars, weekend after weekend, and like a
song that's repeated over and over again, it gets stale really fast.

just hanging out and unwinding?
Besides, you can have a great night at a bar with cheap drinks, good music, and
occasional theme nights (this excludes The Palamino Club, anything near Main
and Higgins, and Boogie Nights).
On top of this, look at the financial side (yes, the financial side). Socials, for
example, cost a minimum of $5 to get in, movies (especially Silver City) cost a fortune, and concerts are even more expensive.
The average $3 cover charge at a bar and the 40 of Old English you drink before
makes for a way cheaper evening than the alternatives.
Go to the bars to have fun. Have a good time with the friends you know and
the ones you don't remember but act like you do. Don't feel all rejected when the
bar closes and you're watching drunks make out on the dance floor (not that I'd
know anything about this),
We are young for how long? The bars are the best spot to party it up during our
college years, and you only get one chance to do it, unless you want to be that old
person at the bar. You know, the ones with the '80s hair, biker jackets and tightassed jeans, who for some reason think they're going to get some action tonight.
So, if you've had a long week, why not try hitting up a club with some friends,
chillin', and just having a good time? Don't look for Mr/Mrs Right, just go with
the flow and see what happens.
And who knows, if you're lucky, you might just get lucky.
Booyah!

And so are savings to you.

( RED RIVER
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Save up lo 20% Oil your Coffee Prices!
Red River College's Food Services management
wants to give you a price break!
Effective immediately, we are offering a 10% Discount off the
posted price if you use an "ECO" OR "ENVIRO" MUG.
We are offering a further 10% Discount if you participate in
our new coffee card program which gives you one Free
serving of coffee after every 10 purchases.

Red River College uses Nestle
Products exclusively.
Available at the following
Red River College
Food Service outlets:
Hard Drive Café
Java Junction
Purple Carter

ENTERTAINMENT „
2000 october 23
Top 10 reasons Jean Chretien
should wait until
winter to call an election

)

' 10. Stockwell Day might get hypothermia from riding his jet-ski in
January.
9. We need something to bitch about besides how much
Valentine's Day sucks.
8. Political scientists can base predictions on whether or not Joe
Clark sees his shadow.
7. Alexa McDonough looks so darn cute in a big puffy snowsuit.
6. The Liberals will have more time to buy my vote.
5. Fewer political patsies walking around with "literature" in
-30 C temperatures.
4. Icy road conditions mean a better chance of Stockwell getting
"accidentally" hit by a car. Well, my car.
3. Stockwell will have all of autumn to auction off his entire summer wardrobe for charity.
2. The Tories will spend more time campaigning on long winter
nights and less time (shudder) reproducing.
1. Jean Chretien would in effect be screwing all of the reporters
who thought he would call an election in November (a fair bit of
action for a 66-year-old).
-Andrew Langendorfer
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STAFFING SOLUTIONS
We assist Aboriginal graduates in
finding meaningful career employment.
We currently have a number of postings
for excellent jobs.
Our services are free! Please contact us
Phone 989-7122
Email lazar@abcentre.org

Who's saving you
a little coin...
Nalley Thin & Crispy
Potato Chips 170g Bag

$1.29 ea

Mall Level C Tower

You Save 300

L

Did You

Make Enough Money This Summer?
$12.85 to start

• Flexible Positions
• Excellent Resume Experience
• Scholarships Awarded

www.workforstudents.comica
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Red River College
111
Staff and Students 1.2=1

15% off
photo: Katie Chalmers

Comedian Jon Ljunberg entertained a large
crowd at the Tower Lounge last Wednesday
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BEST PRICE IN TOWN

41$0"wof\I r-„Az-r ,

All Regular Priced Merchandise
70 Albert St. at McDermot Ave.
(in the exchange district)

abulous gran 'glory

DIAL 9-4FUTON
204-943-8866
BEST PRICE GUARANTEE
MON, TUES, WED & FRI 10 AM TO 6 PM
THURS 10 AM TO 8 PM
ATURDAY 10 AM TO 5 PM SUNDAY 12 TO 4 PM

C A $ 11 FOR YOUR
VHS & DVD COMPACT' S
MOVIES DISCS
57 OSBORNE ST. 477-5566 www.pangea.ca/moviev/

97 OSBORNE ST. 475-0077 www.pangea.ca/musict/
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world
On track: likes the intensity
at 15,000 rpm.
OFF track: same deal.
Only at 15,000 Ft.
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Josh Freund
Player's Racing
Team member
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